PHOTOS

Photographer: UDO AHRENS (Germany)
Addendum Japanese bantam article by Ardjan Warnshuis, April 2012.

NORMAL FEATHERED

Clockwise:
Mottled cockerel, white hen, black hen.
Clockwise: White blacktail cockerel, lavender mottled cockerel, ditto hen, buff blacktail cockerel.
Millefleur cock and hen.
Partridge cock and hen.
Birchen cockerel and brown-red pullet.

SILKY FEATHERED

Züchter: Udo Ahrens
Silky-feathered varieties, clockwise: cuckoo pullet, white cockerel, black cockerel, black pullet and blue pullet.
Silver wheaten pullet and cockerel. Below: Black cockerel.

White pullet and cockerel, frizzled.

FRIZZLED JAPANESE
Buff blacktail, frizzled, pullet & a cuckoo frizzled pair.

SHINGURO CHABO ~
Black with black head

Below: Shinguro pullet and cockerel.

Chabo Club Germany: [http://www.chaboclub.de/](http://www.chaboclub.de/)
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